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Abstract

In many database system applications user transactions access the database concurrently. Since the operations of these transactions may interleave in any order there must be some kind of coordination to ensure database consistency. This thesis introduces a new scheme for controlling concurrent accesses to a database system. "Read" operations are always granted and each "read" operation returns an appropriate version without causing inconsistency. A "write" operation creates an appropriate version provided it does not cause inconsistency. An efficient algorithm for selecting the appropriate version is also introduced.

Unlike previously introduced schemes, a "write" operation may be allowed to create an "earlier" version. It is also shown how this new concept will enlarge the set of executions to be accepted by this scheme. A simple solution is proposed for the cyclic restart problem.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Concurrency control and consistency problem

A database is said to be in a consistent state if all the data objects satisfy a set of established assertions or integrity constraints. A database subject to multiple accesses requires that access to it be properly coordinated in order to preserve consistency.

In many database system applications it is desirable that the database system be shared by a set of user transactions. In such a system steps of transactions may occur in any interleaved order.

Even if each transaction is correct in the sense that it preserves the consistency of the database when executed by itself, the concurrent execution of correct transactions in an interleaved order may transform the database from a consistent state into an inconsistent state.
Example 1 (Lost update)

Suppose we have two transactions T1 and T2 accessing the same data object X, incrementing X by 1, and writing the new value of X. In the absence of concurrency control, these two transactions may interleave in an unacceptable order, so that the net effect is incorrect as shown in figure 1. (Note that R1(X) means a read request from transaction T1 for the data item X. Similarly W1(X) means a write request from transaction T1 for the data item X.)
Suppose that the initial value of $X=5$. Then the final value of $X=6$, i.e., the database reflects only one of the two updates.

**Figure 1.** Concurrent execution of $T_1$ and $T_2$
Serializability still remains the most popular approach for ensuring database consistency. Databases are intended to be faithful models of some parts of the real world and the user transactions represent instantaneous changes in the world. Since the user transactions may interleave in any order, the only acceptable interleavings are those that are "equivalent" to some sequential execution of these transactions.

It is the task of the concurrency control scheme to safeguard the database consistency by properly granting or rejecting requests.

Concurrency control has been actively investigated for the past several years and several schemes have been proposed. These schemes can be broadly classified into two classes. The first class contains all the single version schemes while the second class contains all the multi-version schemes.

In this thesis we introduce a new multi-version scheme, or a new member in the second class.

The idea of using multiple versions of data items in a database system was first formalized by Stearns, et al. [STEA-76]. In their model a transaction $T_i$ must read a data item in order to update it.
Bayer, et al. [BAYE-80] and Kessels [KESS-80] took notice of the fact that most database systems maintain two versions, the old and the new versions, of each object for recovery reasons while a transaction is modifying it. In the concurrency control scheme of [BAYE-80], a read operation reads either the old or the new version, depending on the state of the object with respect to updating. This clearly increases concurrency.

Reed [REED-79] has also proposed a multi-version concurrency control scheme for distributed database systems based on timestamping.

In section 2, we describe the database system model used in this thesis. It is similar to the model used by Muro, et al. [MURO-81, MURO-82], but we may allow a write operation to create an earlier version.

In section 3, we introduce two important graphs, the flow graph and the active flow graph. The latter is used in defining multi-version equivalence of two executions.

In section 4, we introduce a useful tool called the dependency graph [ESWA-76] used for recognizing the IMVSR executions. We also show how the new concept of allowing a write operation to create an earlier version (provided it does not cause inconsistency) enlarges the fixpoint set (set of all executions accepted by the scheduler without aborting or delaying
any operation) of the IMVSR-scheduler without increasing overhead.

In section 5, we describe the new concurrency control algorithm (IMVSR-scheduler). In this section we show how the scheduler processes read and write operations.

In section 6, we explain the "cyclic restart problem" [STEA-76] and introduce a simple solution to this problem. Section 7 contains conclusions.
The main contributions of this thesis are.

1- Introducing a new multi-version scheme for controlling concurrent accesses to a database system.
2- Proving that read requests can always be granted.
3- Devising an efficient algorithm for selecting the appropriate version to be read or to be created.
4- Proving that the fixpoint set of our scheme contains the fixpoint sets of previously introduced multi-version schemes [STE-A-76, REED-79, MURO-81, MURO-82, PAPA-82].
5- Proposing a simple solution for the "cyclic restart problem".
2. Database system model and execution

2.1 Database system model

Our database system model consists of a set $E$ of data items, a set of transactions $T = \{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\}$, and a scheduler.

We consider a transaction as a sequence of steps. Each step is either read($X$) or write($X$), where $X$ is a data item in $E$. A read operation $R_i(X)$ by a transaction $T_i$ returns an appropriate version of $X$. A write operation $W_i(X)$ by a transaction $T_i$ creates a new version of $X$. Each data item is accessed by at most one read and one write operation of each transaction.

For each data item $X$, we maintain multiple versions of $X$, each of which corresponds to a write operation. Associated with each version of $X$ is a version number which represents a proper order for this version among the other versions of $X$ which already exist in the system. For each data item $X$, its initial value is defined to be $X_0$ (version 0 of $X$). Assuming we had $n$ versions of $X$ \{X_0, X_1, \ldots, X_{n-1}\}, when the scheduler received a read request for $X$, $R_i(X)$, the scheduler would assign an appropriate version of $X$ to the read request (not necessarily the latest version $X_{n-1}$).

If the scheduler receives a write operation $W_i(X)$, a new version will be created (this version will be assigned a number
not necessarily larger than other numbers assigned to the versions created before). When a transaction Ti creates a version of X and transaction Tj reads this version we say that transaction Tj reads X from Ti. When a transaction Tj reads a data item from a transaction Ti then transaction Tj is said to be strongly dependent on Ti. Other transactions which read a data item from Tj are also strongly dependent on Ti. The dependency relation among transactions will be studied in detail in section 4.

A transaction Ti is said to be a read only transaction for X if it reads X without updating it. Similarly, if Ti updates X without reading it, we say that Ti is a write only transaction for X. However, if Ti reads and updates X, we say that Ti is a read-write transaction for X.
2.2 Execution

An execution is a triple \( e = (O(T), F1, F2) \), where \( O(T) \) is the set of operations of the transactions in \( T \), \( F1 \) is a mapping from \( O(T) \) to the set of positive integers \( \{1, 2, 3, \ldots \} \), and \( F2 \) is a mapping from \( O(T) \) to the set of nonnegative real numbers.

2.2.1 Significance of the two functions \( F1 \) and \( F2 \)

The function \( F1 \) represents a permutation on the set of operations \( O(T) \). If \( F1(o_1) \) is less than \( F1(o_2) \) we say that \( o_1 \) precedes \( o_2 \). If there is no operation between \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \), i.e., if \( F1(o_2) = F1(o_1) + 1 \) we say that \( o_1 \) immediately precedes \( o_2 \).

For each read operation, \( F2 \) determines the version to be returned by this operation. If \( F2(Ri(X)) = 1 \) for example, we say that \( Ri(X) \) returns version 1 of \( X \), i.e., \( X1 \). If \( F2(Wj(X)) = 2 \), we say that \( Wj(X) \) creates version 2 of \( X \). Different read operations which access the same data item may return the same version while different write operations always create different versions.

If \( F2(Ri(X)) = F2(Wj(X)) \), then transaction \( Ti \) reads \( X \) from transaction \( Tj \).

In our scheme, each read operation accessing a data item \( X \) returns an appropriate version of \( X \) created before, not necessarily the latest version of \( X \). This means that
if \( F_2(R_i(X)) = F_2(W_j(X)) \) then \( F_1(W_j(X)) < F_1(R_i(X)) \)

A write operation creates a new version of \( X \). This version will be assigned a number not necessarily larger than other numbers assigned to the versions created before.

The way we assign a version number to represent a version created by a write request (or to be selected by a read request) depends mainly on the relation between the transactions as we explain later.
Example 2:

Let $e=(O(T),F_1,F_2)$, where

1- $O(T) = \{R_1(X), W_1(X), W_2(Y), R_1(Y), W_2(X), R_3(X)\}$

2- $F_1(R_1(X)) = 1$
   $F_1(R_3(X)) = 2$
   $F_1(W_1(X)) = 3$
   $F_1(W_2(Y)) = 4$
   $F_1(R_1(Y)) = 5$
   $F_1(W_2(X)) = 6$

3- $F_2(R_1(X)) = 0$
   $F_2(R_3(X)) = 0$
   $F_2(W_1(X)) = 1$
   $F_2(W_2(Y)) = 1$
   $F_2(R_1(Y)) = 0$
   $F_2(W_2(X)) = 2$

We shall also write $e$ in a compact form as follows.

$e = R_1(X_0) R_3(X_0) W_1(X_1) W_2(Y_1) R_1(Y_0) W_2(X_2)$

The order of appearance of each operation represents the function $F_1$ and the number associated with each data item represents the function $F_2$. For example, the operation $W_1(X)$ is the third operation and creates version 1 of $X$. 
2.2.2 Late operations

Suppose that the scheduler has received a read operation from a transaction Ti for the data item X, and suppose that the selected version of X is k, i.e., the read operation returns Xk. Then if k is the largest version number of X, we say that the read operation came in time and if k is not the largest version number of X we say that this read operation came late.

Similarly, if the write operation Wi(X) may create a new version of X with a number larger than any version number created before, we say that the write operation came in time and if it must create a new version with a number less than some version number created before we say that the operation came late. For example, in the following execution the last two operations R1(Y) and W1(Y) came late.

\[ e = R1(X0)W2(X1)W2(Y1)R1(Y0)W1(Y.5) \]

Here Y0.5 is a new version of Y with version number 0.5.

2.2.3 A normalized execution

An execution is said to be normalized [MURO-81] if the following two conditions are satisfied:

a- If \( F1(Wi(X)) < F1(Wj(X)) \) then \( F2(Wi(X)) < F2(Wj(X)) \).

b- If \( F1(Wi(X)) < F1(Rj(X)) \) then \( F2(Wi(X)) < F2(Rj(X)) \).
Condition a means that if \( Wi(X) \) precedes \( Wj(X) \) then \( Wj(X) \) creates a version of \( X \) with version number larger than that of the version created by \( Wi(X) \).

Condition b means that each read operation \( Ri(X) \) in a normalized execution returns the latest version created before this read operation.

It is not difficult to see that an execution in the conventional "single-version" database is actually a special case of an execution in the multi-version database (we refer to it as a normalized execution).

2.2.4 Serial execution

An execution is said to be serial if it is normalized and all the operations of each transaction appear consecutively (without interleaving with the operations of the other transactions). For example, the following execution es is serial.

\[ es=W1(X1)R2(X1)R2(Y0)W2(X2)R3(X2)=T1T2T3. \]

2.2.5 Two fictitious transactions

a- Initial transaction To

This is a write only transaction, which writes the initial version of each data item.

b- Final transaction Tf

This is a read only transaction which reads the final version of each data item (i.e., the final result of the
execution of all transactions).

2.2.6 Augmented execution (ae)

An augmented execution ae consists of the execution e concatenated with the initial transaction $T_0 = W_0(X) W_0(Y) \ldots$ at the beginning and the final transaction $T_f = R_f(X) R_f(Y) \ldots$ at the end.
3. **Flow graph and active flow graph**

3.1 **Flow graph**

We construct for an execution \( e = (O(T), F_1, F_2) \), a directed graph called the *flow graph*. The set of nodes of this directed graph is the set of operations in \( O(T) \) together with the operations of the two fictitious transactions \( T_0 \) and \( T_f \). The arcs of this graph are given as follows [PAPA-82].

1. \((W_j(X), R_i(X)) \) is an arc iff \( F_2(R_i(X)) = F_2(W_j(X)) \), i.e., \( R_i(X) \) returns the version created by \( W_j(X) \).
2. \((R_i(Y), W_i(X)) \) is an arc iff \( F_1(R_i(Y)) < F_1(W_i(X)) \), i.e., \( R_i(Y) \) and \( W_i(X) \) belong to transaction \( T_i \) and \( R_i(Y) \) precedes \( W_i(X) \).

We can simply construct the flow graph \( FG(e) \) for an execution \( e \) as follows. Represent each operation \( o \in O(T') \) by a node (where \( T' = T_U(T_0, T_f) \)). Join each read node \( R_i(X) \) with a write node \( W_j(X) \) if \( R_i(X) \) returns the version created by \( W_j(X) \). Join each write node \( W_i(X) \) with all the read operations which belong to transaction \( T_i \) and precede the write operation.

Intuitively, an arc of type 1 represents a *read from relation* [PAPA-79, PAPA-82], i.e., if there is an arc from \( W_j(X) \) to \( R_i(X) \) in \( FG(e) \) then transaction \( T_i \) reads \( X \) from transaction \( T_j \). An arc of type 2 indicates that the value to be created by a write operation \( W_i(X) \) presumably depends on the values returned by the previous read operations which precede \( W_i(X) \) in \( T_i \).
3.1.1 Live operations [PAPA-82]

The live operations are defined as follows:

a- all the (read) operations of the final transaction $T_f$ are live operations.

b- a write operation $W_i(X)$ is live if there is an arc $(W_i(X), R_j(X))$ where $R_j(X)$ is a live read.

c- a read operation $R_i(Y)$ is live if there is an arc $(R_i(Y), W_i(X))$ where $W_i(X)$ is a live write.

An operation is said to be dead if it is not live. Intuitively all the dead operations have no effect on the final values of the data items (the values read by the final transaction $T_f$).

3.2 Multi-version serializability equivalence and the active flow graph

We call the subgraph of the flow graph defined by the nodes corresponding to the live operations active flow graph $AFG(e)$.

Two executions $e_1=(O(T), F_1, F_2)$ and $e_2=(O(T), F_1', F_2')$ are said to be multi-version equivalent (MV-equivalent, for short) if their active flow graphs are identical [PAPA-82]. Obviously this definition means that the two executions have the same set of live operations and each live read in $e_1$ returns the same value as the corresponding read in $e_2$. 
3.3 MVSR-executions

An execution $e$ is said to be multi-version serializable (MVSR for short) if it is MV-equivalent to a serial execution.

We define the set $\text{MVSR}$ to be the set of all multi-version serializable executions and the set $\text{SR}$ to be the set of all (single version) serializable executions [PAFA-82].
Example 4

We construct the flow graph for the following execution and determine the live operations and the dead operations.

\[ e = W_1(X_1)R_2(X_1)W_2(X_2)R_2(Y_0)W_2(Y_1)W_1(Y_0.5)W_3(Y_2) \]

Figure 3. Flow graph for \( e \)
The live operations are
\( W_1(X), R_2(X), W_2(X), W_3(Y) \).

The dead operations are
\( R_2(Y), W_2(Y), W_1(Y) \).

(Note that we did not mention the operations of the fictitious transactions).

It is clear that the execution \( e \) in this example is a multi-version serializable execution since its active flow graph is the same as the active flow graph of the serial execution \( e_s \), where
\[
es = T_1T_2T_3 = W_1(X_1)W_1(Y_1)R_2(X_1)W_2(X_2)R_2(Y_1)W_2(Y_2)W_3(Y_3).
\]
Example 4

We construct the flow graph for the following execution and show that it is an MVSR-execution.

\[ e_1 = R3(Y0)W3(Y1)R1(Y1)W2(X1)R1(X1)W3(X2)R5(X2)W5(Z1)W1(Y2)W4(X3). \]

\[ \text{Figure 3. Flow graph for e}_1 \]

It is clear that all the operations of e are live operations. It is also not difficult to see that the flow graph of the serial execution \( e_s = T3T5T2T1T4 \) is identical to the flow graph of e. This means that e is an MVSR-execution.
3.3.1 The fixpoint set

Associated with each scheduler S is a fixpoint set [KUNG-79] F(S). An execution e belongs to the fixpoint set F(S) of the scheduler S if it can be accepted without delaying, or rejecting any operation of e.

A scheduler S may be viewed as a mapping or a transformation which receives as input any execution e, and produces as output an execution e' \in F(S). However if the scheduler S is fed by a member of F(S) it will leave it intact. Obviously the larger the fixpoint set the better is the scheduler in some sense. One would want to have a scheduler S with the fixpoint set F(S) as large as the set MVSR.

It has been proved that serializability test (and therefore multi-version serializability test) is NP-complete (see [PAPA-79, PAPA-82]), which implies that the implementation of the MVSR-scheduler (i.e., a scheduler which recognizes any MVSR-execution) is impractical. In fact, all the schedulers previously introduced (based on single version or multi-version) [STEA-76, REED-79, PAPA-79, BAYE-80, MURO-81, BERN-81, MURO-82, PAPA-82] which can be implemented in polynomial time recognize only a subset of the set MVSR for the multi-version case or the set SR for the single version case.
We are introducing an improved multi-version concurrency control scheme (IMVSR-scheduler) which can be implemented in polynomial time and its fixpoint set $F(S)$ contains the fixpoint sets of previously introduced multi-version schemes [STEA-76, MURO-81, BERN-81, MURO-82].

In general, a concurrency control scheme (scheduler) is said to be efficient if it can be implemented in polynomial time.
4. IMVSR-executions and the Dependency Graph

In this section we define a new class (or a set) of executions called the IMVSR-executions and show that this class represents a subset of the set MVSR. We also introduce a useful tool called the dependency graph used in recognizing the IMVSR-executions.

4.1 The dependency graph

We say that a transaction Ti conflicts with a transaction Tj if both transactions access the same data item X and at least one of them creates a new version of X.

We construct for an execution e, a directed graph called the dependency graph DG(e) which represents the "dependence" relation among the transactions [ESWA-76]. The set of nodes of this graph is the set of transactions $T = \{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\}$ and the set of arcs are defined as follows.

An arc is directed from Ti to Tj ($i \neq j$) if any of the following conditions holds for some $X \in V$, where $V$ is the set of data items accessed by the the set of operations in $O(T)$.

a- There exist two operations $W_i(X)$ and $R_j(X)$ in $O(T)$ such that $F_2(W_i(X)) < F_2(R_j(X))$

b- There exist two operations $W_i(X)$ and $W_j(X)$ in $O(T)$ such that $F_2(W_i(X)) < F_2(W_j(X))$
There exist two operations $R_i(X)$ and $W_j(X)$ in $O(T)$ such that $F_2(R_i(X)) < F_2(W_j(X))$.

If there is an arc from $T_i$ to $T_j$ then we say that $T_j$ is dependent on $T_i$. Other transactions reachable in $DG(e)$ from $T_j$ are also said to be dependent on $T_i$.

An arc from $T_i$ to $T_j$ which exists because $F_2(R_j(X)) = F_2(W_i(X))$ is called a primary arc [MURO-82]. It may also satisfy conditions b and/or c in addition to a. If there is a primary arc from $T_i$ to $T_j$ we say that $T_j$ is strongly dependent on $T_i$.

We define strong dependence to be transitive. Intuitively, if $T_j$ is strongly dependent on $T_i$, then some information is actually transferred from $T_i$ to $T_j$.

In general, an execution $e$ is said to be an IMVSR-execution if its dependency graph is acyclic.

Note that an arc from $T_i$ to $T_j$ due to condition b in the scheme introduced by Muro, et al. [MURO-81, MURO-82] or by Papadimitriou, et al. [PAPA-82] implies that $W_i(X)$ arrived before $W_j(X)$. This is not the case in our scheme since we may allow a write operation to create an earlier version.
Example 6

We construct the dependency graphs for the following executions.

\[ e_1 = R_1(X_0)R_3(X_0)W_1(X_1)W_2(Y_1)W_2(X_2)R_1(Y_0) \]

\[ e_2 = W_1(X_1)W_2(X_2)W_2(Y_1)W_1(Y_5) \]
4.1.1 The dependency graph for a serial execution

In a serial execution all the operations of each transaction appear consecutively. Suppose that e is a serial execution and without loss of generality suppose further that e=\(T_1T_2...T_iT_{i+1}...T_n\) (i.e., the operations of \(T_1\) first and then the operations of \(T_2\) and so on). If transaction \(T_i\) and transaction \(T_j\) conflict and transaction \(T_i\) appears before transaction \(T_j\) (i.e., all the operations of \(T_i\) appear before all the operations of \(T_j\)) then an arc will be directed from \(T_i\) to \(T_j\) in the dependency graph. This means that all the arcs of \(DG(e)\) will be directed from left to right if the nodes are arranged from left to right in the order \(T_1, T_2, ..., T_n\). It follows that \(DG(e)\) cannot have a cycle if e is serial.

**Lemma 1**

Any IMVSR-execution is also an MVSR-execution.

**Proof**

Suppose that e is an IMVSR-execution. Then by definition \(DG(e)\) is acyclic, and therefore any topological sort of the set of nodes \(\{T_1, T_2, ..., T_n\}\) yields a serial execution es. In order to prove this lemma we will show that \(FG(e)=FG(es)\), i.e., the arcs of type 1 and those of type 2 are the same for both flow graphs \(FG(e)\) and \(FG(es)\) (refer to section 3.1).
Suppose that there is an arc \((W_i(X), R_j(X))\) in \(FG(e)\). Then there must be an arc \((T_i, T_j)\) in \(DG(e)\). To prove that there must be the corresponding arc \((W_i(X), R_j(X))\) in \(FG(es)\) we need only prove that there cannot be any other transaction, say \(T_k\), where \(W_k(X) \geq T_k\) between \(T_i\) and \(T_j\) \((T_i, T_k, T_j)\) in the previous sort. In order to prove this claim, assume the existence of such a transaction. This means that there is a path in \(DG(e)\) from \(T_i\) to \(T_k\) and a path from \(T_k\) to \(T_j\). If the version number of the version of \(X\) created by \(T_k\) is larger than that of the version created by \(T_i\) a path must exist from \(T_j\) to \(T_k\) (due to condition c on page 24), and therefore, a cycle exists since there is another path from \(T_k\) to \(T_j\). If it is smaller, on the other hand, then a path must exist from \(T_k\) to \(T_i\), and therefore, a cycle exists since there is another path from \(T_i\) to \(T_k\). In either case a cycle exists in \(DG(e)\), which contradicts our assumption that \(DG(e)\) is acyclic. Then such a transaction \(T_k\) cannot exist and therefore \(T_j\) reads \(X\) from \(T_i\) in \(es\), i.e., an arc \((W_i(X), R_j(X))\) is in \(FG(es)\). Since the two executions have the same set of read operations, the arcs of type 1 are the same for \(FG(e)\) and \(FG(es)\).

Moreover, since the order of operations of the same transaction does not change (i.e., if \(o_1\) and \(o_2\) are two operations belonging to transaction \(T_i\) and \(o_1\) precedes \(o_2\) in \(e\) then \(o_1\) also precedes \(o_2\) in \(es\) arcs of type 2 are also the same for \(FG(e)\) and \(FG(es)\). This means that the two flow graphs are identical and therefore \(e\) is MV-equivalent to a serial execution
es. It follows that e is an MVSR-execution. (Q.E.D.)

**Corollary 1**

Checking whether an execution \( e=(O(T),F_1,F_2) \) is an IMVSR-execution can be done in \( O(|V|n^2) \) time, where \( V \) is the set of data items accessed by the set of operations in \( O(T) \), and \( n \) is the number of transactions.

**Proof**

Given an execution \( e \), we want to test if \( DG(e) \) is acyclic. In order to construct \( DG(e) \), we check if the condition \( a, b, \) or \( c \) is satisfied for each \( XGV \). For each \( XGV \), these conditions can be tested in \( O(n^2) \) time. Therefore altogether, \( DG(e) \) can be constructed in \( O(|V|n^2) \) time. Test for acyclicity can be performed in time linear in the number of vertices and arcs in the dependency graph. (Q.E.D.)
In order to show that IMVSR is a proper subset of the set MVSR we shall give some execution which belongs to the set MVSR but does not belong to the set IMVSR.

**Example 7**

We construct the dependency graph for the following execution

\[ e = R3(Y0)W3(Y1)R1(Y1)W2(X1)R1(X1)W3(X2)R5(X2)W5(Z1)W1(Y2)W4(X3). \]

![Dependency graph for e.](image)

Figure 4. Dependency graph for \( e \).

Since the dependency graph for \( e \) is cyclic, \( e \) is not an IMVSR-execution, i.e., \( e \notin IMVSR \).

Note that we have already proved in section 2 (Example 3) that \( e \) is a multi-version serializable execution, i.e., \( e \in MVSR \).
In the following two theorems (Theorem 1 and Theorem 2), we assume that we have a set of versions of the data item $X$, say $X_0, X_1, \ldots, X_{k-1}, X_k$ created by a set of transactions $D = \{d_0, d_1, \ldots, d_{k-1}, d_k\}$ where $d_i$ ($0 \leq i \leq k$) denotes the transaction which created version $X_i$. We will refer to the set $D$ as the destination set.

Theorem 1 [MURO-81]

Read operations can always be granted without creating a cycle in the dependency graph.

Proof

The following set of arcs, among others, exist before receiving the read request $R_i(X)$:

\[(d_1, d_2), (d_2, d_3), \ldots, (d_i, d_{i+1}), \ldots, (d_{k-1}, d_k)\]  

If there is no path from $T_i$ to node $d_j$ or from $d_j$ to $T_i$ for all $j$ ($1 \leq j \leq k$), then $R_i(X)$ can be assigned any version of $X$ without creating a cycle in the dependency graph.

Otherwise, let $j$ be the least version number of $X$ such that there is a path from $T_i$ to $d_j$ and let $j'$ be the largest version number of $X$ such that there is a path from $d_{j'}$ to $T_i$. We have $j' < j$, since otherwise there would be a cycle. Then $R_i(X)$ can be assigned any version $X_l$ ($j' < l < j$) without creating a cycle in the dependency graph. (Q.E.D.)
According to Theorem 1, if there is a path from Ti to each node di (i.e., if \( j=1 \)) then \( R_i(X) \) can be assigned \( X_0 \). However, if there is a path from each di to Ti (i.e., if \( j'=k \)) then \( R_i(X) \) can be assigned \( X_k \).
4.3 Selecting an appropriate version

Although Theorem 1 ensures that read operations can always be granted without creating a cycle in the dependency graph, it does not specify how we can obtain the boundaries $j$ and $j'$ (refer to Theorem 1).

In this subsection we introduce an efficient algorithm for determining these boundaries by modifying depth first search. We only show how we can determine $j$, i.e., the least version number of $X$ such that there is a path from $T_i$ to $d_j$, where $d_j$ is the transaction which created $X_j$ of $X$. In order to determine $j'$ we can apply the same algorithm for the converse graph. (Note that the converse graph of a directed graph $G=(V,E)$ can be obtained by only reversing the direction of the arcs of $E$, i.e., $(a,b)$ is an arc in the converse graph iff $(b,a)$ is an arc in $G$.)

Suppose that we have $k+1$ versions of $X \{X_0,X_1,X_2,\ldots,X_k\}$ at the time a read request for $X$ is received and suppose these versions were created by a set of transactions $D$ (the destination set)=$\{d_0,d_1,d_2,\ldots,d_k\}$, where $d_i$ ($i=0,1,2,\ldots,k$) refers to the transaction which created the version $i$ of $X$. We call the node of the transaction which issued the read request the origin node $(0)$.

We perform depth first search of $DG$ starting at the origin node $(0)$, with the following modification. Each time a node is visited, this node is tested to see if it is a destination node.
If so, then we record this node and immediately backtrack without searching through it (it cannot lead us to another node which created a smaller version).

The search algorithm can be described precisely by the following recursive algorithm.

**Algorithm SEARCH(0)**

1- For each node vi adjacent to 0 do the following.
2- Check to see if vi is marked.
3- If vi is marked, then select another node adjacent to 0.
4- If vi is not marked, then mark it and check to see if it is a destination node.
5- If vi is a destination node, then add it to the output set and go to step 1.
6- If vi is not a destination node, then call SEARCH(vi).

The above search finishes when all the paths starting from 0 are explored. Each time a destination node is found we add it to the output set. Suppose that the search is finished and the output set is, $D' = \{d_1,d_2,d_3,\ldots\}$ where $i_1 < i_2 < i_3 < \ldots$. Let $j$ be as defined in the proof of Theorem 1. Then $j = i_1$ and therefore the read operation $R_i(X)$ can return any version of $X$ with version number between $j'$ and $i_1$, where $j'$ is the other boundary to be obtained from the converse graph (refer
If the search is finished without getting any destination then $R_i(X)$ can return any version of $X$ with version number between $j'$ and $k$. Obviously, in the previous algorithm if the destination set $D$ contains only one node, i.e., contains $d_0$, we do not need to search using the previous algorithm. We simply select $d_0$, i.e., the read operation returns version $X_0$. This clearly does not create a cycle in the dependency graph.

**Lemma 2**

Selecting the appropriate version can be done in time linear in the number of arcs in the current dependency graph.

**Proof**

Since in the previous search algorithm we do not search through each node more than once then this algorithm works in time linear in the number of arcs in the dependency graph. (Q.E.D.)
The algorithm for determining the appropriate version number for a new version to be created by a write operation \( Wi(X) \) is quite similar to the algorithm used for the read operation. If \( Ti \) is a write only transaction for \( X \) then we can determine \( j \) and \( j' \) as described previously. Otherwise, if \( Ti \) is a read-write transaction for \( X \) and \( Ri(X) \) returned a version of \( X \), say \( X_n \), before the write operation \( Wi(X) \), then there must be an arc from each node \( dl \) \((1<n)\) to node \( Ti \) and from node \( Ti \) to each node \( dl' \) \((1' > n)\) according to rules a and c mentioned on page 25. This actually means that \( n \) is the largest version number of \( X \) such that there is a path from \( dn \) to \( Ti \) and \( n+1 \) is the least version number of \( X \) such that there is a path from \( Ti \) to \( dn+1 \) where \( dn \) and \( dn+1 \) are the transactions which created versions \( X_n \) and \( X_{n+1} \), respectively. In this case \( j'=n \) and \( j=n+1 \).

In either case, \( Wi(X) \) would create a version of \( X \) with version number between \( j' \) and \( j \). The following theorem (Theorem 2) shows the cases in which the creation of such transaction will (or will not) create a cycle in the dependency graph.

**Theorem 2**

Let \( X_j \) be the version of \( X \) with the least version number such that there is a path from \( Ti \) to \( dj \) and there is no path from \( Ti \) to any other transaction, if any, that read \( X_{j-1} \) and let \( X_{j'} \) be the version of \( X \) with the largest version number such that there is a path from \( dj' \) to \( Ti \), where \( dj \) and \( dj' \) refer to the
transactions which created versions Xj and Xj', respectively.

A late write operation Wi(X) creating an earlier version of X, say Xi', directly before Xm (and after Xm-1) does not create a cycle iff dm is a write only transaction for X where j' < i < m < j.

Proof

Suppose that dm is a write only transaction for X. Then creating Xi' will introduce new arcs in the dependency graph as follows (provided that those arcs do not already exist).

1- An arc is introduced from each node dl to node Ti where dl is a transaction which created (or returned) a version of X with version number less than or equal to m-1.
2- An arc is introduced from node Ti to each node dl' where dl' is a transaction which created (or returned) version of X with version number greater than or equal to m.

The newly introduced arcs represent a path from each node dl to a node dl' through Ti, where dl and dl' are defined as above. But since there was no path from node Ti to any node dl or from any node dl' to node Ti and there was already a path from each node dl to each node dl' before the write operation Wi(X) then the newly introduced arcs do not create a cycle in the dependency graph.
Suppose that creating $X_{i'}$ ($j' < i' < m < j$) does not create a cycle, i.e., the newly introduced arcs due to the write operation do not create a cycle. In order to prove that $dm$ must be a write only transaction for $X$ we will assume first that $dm$ is a read-write transaction for $X$. Since $dm$ returned a version of $X$ with version number less than $i'$, therefore there must be an arc from $dm$ to $Ti$. But since $Ti$ created a version of $X$ with version number less than the version number of the version created by $dm$, therefore there must be another arc from $Ti$ to $dm$, i.e., the newly introduced arcs create a cycle in the dependency graph which contradicts our initial assumption that the newly introduced arcs do not create a cycle in the dependency graph. (Q.E.D.)

The above theorem implies that the set IMVSR contains all the schedules (executions) which can be accepted by previously introduced multi-version schemes [STEA-76, MURO-81, MURO-82].

In the multi-version scheme introduced by Stearns, et al. [STEA-76], a transaction $Ti$ must read a data item $X$ in order to update it. We have removed this restriction and proved that the removal of this restriction can lead to accepting a class of write operations which would otherwise not be accepted.

In the multi-version scheme introduced by Muro, et al. [MURO-81, MURO-82], the write operations create version numbers according to the arrival time, i.e., if $Wi(X)$ precedes $Wj(X)$ then
F2(Wi(X)) < F2(Wj(X)). It is easy to see that all the late write operations would be rejected and any execution which can be accepted by their scheme can also be accepted by our scheme.

Papadimitriou, et al. [PAPA-82] defines a set DMVSR of multi-version schedules in terms of a polynomial time algorithm for testing membership in it. Since the input to the algorithm is an execution without the function F2, we cannot use their algorithm as a scheduling algorithm. Here we shall show that there is an execution e in IMVSR which is not in DMVSR if F2 is removed from e. Consider, for example, the following execution (we express it without the function F2)

\[ e = W1(Y)W2(Y)W2(X)R1(X)W1(X). \]

There would be a cycle due to arcs from T1 to T2 (since T2 creates the next version of Y after T1) and from T2 to T1 (since T1 returns the version of X created by T2). However, this execution can be accepted in our scheme in this way

\[ e = W1(Y1)W2(Y2)W2(X1)R1(X0)W1(X5). \]

If we constructed the dependency graph for this execution it would be acyclic (only one arc from T1 to T2).
5. IMVSR-Scheduler

In this section, we describe the IMVSR-scheduler and explain how the scheduler responds to each input request. We will modify the transaction model given in section 2 to include two additional operations.

1- Begin transaction, B(T).
2- Commit transaction, C(T).

In the new model each transaction Ti begins with B(Ti) and ends with C(Ti).

The input to the IMVSR-Scheduler is the sequence of arriving requests from user transactions including the begin and the commit operations.

5.1 Processing the begin operation

Processing the begin operation is trivial. The begin operation indicates the arrival of a new transaction. In response to each begin operation B(Ti) the scheduler creates a new node for transaction Ti.
5.2 Processing the read operation

The read operations in our scheme are always granted and each read operation returns an appropriate version without causing inconsistency (creating a cycle in the dependency graph). In response to each read request, Ri(X), the scheduler searches the versions of X currently maintained in the system and selects the appropriate version which can be assigned to Ri(X) without creating a cycle in the dependency graph (refer to Theorem 1).
5.3 Processing the write operation

Processing a write operation is quite similar to processing a read operation, but instead of choosing the appropriate version the scheduler finds the version number of the new version to be created by the write operation.

The new concept we are using in processing a write operation is that version numbers do not correspond to the order of the arrival times. Instead we may allow a late write \( W_i(X) \) to create an earlier version of \( X \) provided it does not create a cycle in the dependency graph.

When the scheduler receives a write request \( W_i(X) \), it updates its dependency graph as if it granted the write operation. If the newly introduced arcs do not create a cycle in the dependency graph, then the scheduler officially grants this operation and creates a new version of \( X \). And if the new arcs cause a cycle to be created then the partial execution received so far is not an IMVSR-execution if \( W_i(X) \) is actually appended to it. In this case the scheduler rejects the write operation and initiates the abortion process (aborting transaction \( T_i \) which issued \( W_i(X) \) and all transactions strongly dependent on \( T_i \)). The abortion process may propagate to include many other transactions.
5.4 Processing the commit operation

The commit operation is the last operation of each transaction. If the scheduler grants a commit request by a transaction Ti, we say that Ti has been committed, which means that all the operations of Ti have been successfully processed, Ti will not be aborted in the future, and the effects of Ti will be made permanent. However, there is an important condition which must be satisfied by any transaction to be deleted from the dependency graph. When the scheduler receives a commit request from a transaction Ti, it checks to see if Ti satisfies this condition. If the condition is not satisfied then Ti must wait (add it to a wait list) until the condition is satisfied. If the condition is satisfied then the scheduler deletes Tk from the dependency graph together with all the arcs directed from it (outgoing arcs). However, a transaction may be committed before it is deleted.

A source node

We call a node v of a directed graph a source node if it has no incoming arcs, i.e., there is no arc directed from any other node to v.

Obviously from the previous definition if a node Tk is a source node in the dependency graph then transaction Tk is not dependent on any other transaction in the system.
5.4.1 The deletion condition

A transaction $T_k$ is said to satisfy the deletion condition after $\text{Commit}(T_k)$ has been received by the scheduler if its node in the dependency graph is a source node.

Commit request by a transaction $T_k$ may be granted if it is a source node with respect to the primary arcs, before it is deleted.

Aborting or deleting a transaction $T_k$ may make another transaction $T_j$ satisfy the deletion condition. In our scheme, after a deletion or abortion the scheduler checks the wait list to see if any transaction (or a set of transactions) satisfies the deletion condition.

Clearly, a source node in the dependency graph cannot be involved in a cycle since it has only outgoing arcs. Moreover, if a transaction $T_k$ satisfies the deletion condition (i.e., its node in the dependency graph is a source node and $\text{Commit}(T_k)$ has been received by the scheduler) its node in the dependency graph will remain a source node since it will not issue any new request. Thus, the deletion of transaction $T_k$ satisfying the deletion condition will not cause any problem in the future (i.e., $T_k$ cannot get involved in a cycle).

When we delete a transaction $T_k$ we delete its node in the dependency graph and all arcs going out of this node. If
transaction Tk created a version of a data item X, say Xk', we also delete any version of X with number less than k'. Obviously there will be only one version of X with number less than k' (otherwise the node Tk would not be a source node). This version may have been created by the fictitious transaction TO or any other previously committed transaction.

Theorem 1 was proved with the implicit assumption that all versions are kept and the dependency graph contains all transactions. Let Ti and dj be as defined in the proof of Theorem 1. Since only source nodes are deleted, if there is a path from Ti to dj in the complete dependency graph, then the same path must be in the current (pruned) dependency graph. Therefore the version Xj in the proof of Theorem 1 can be found using the current dependency graph. We show here furthermore that each read request can be granted a version that is still kept by the system.

Let Tk and Xk' be as defined above (i.e., transaction Tk satisfies the deletion condition and created version Xk' of X) and let Xkl' be a version of X created by a previously deleted transaction, i.e., kl'\(<k'. If a read operation can be assigned Xkl' without creating a cycle in the (complete unpruned) dependency graph, then kl' must satisfy the boundary constraints of Theorem 1, i.e., j'\(<kl'\(<j, where j and j' are defined as in the proof of Theorem 1. But since Tk is a source node in the current dependency graph, there can be no path from Ti to Tk.
This implies $k' < j$. We thus have $j' < k' < k' < j$, i.e., $k'$ also satisfies the constraints of Theorem 1. This implies that a read operation which could be assigned a deleted version without creating a cycle in the dependency graph can also be assigned $Xk'$ without creating a cycle in the dependency graph.
6. **Cyclic restart and long transactions**

Suppose that we have two transactions executing concurrently as shown in figure 5, and also that the two transactions access the data items X and Y according to the timing pattern.

Consider the data item X. Ti reads X₀ and writes X₁. Tj, on the other hand, reads X₀ and tries to write a new version of X at time t=t₁. Since granting Wj(X) will create a cycle involving Ti and Tj, the scheduler will abort Tj. Assuming that the restart for Tj begins approximately at time t=t₁, at time t=t₂ the scheduler will abort Ti, and subsequently at time t=t₃ the scheduler will abort Tj again. The abortion of Ti and Tj may repeat itself forever without Ti or Tj being committed. This is an example of the "cyclic restart problem" [STEA-76].

Stearns, et al. have observed that minor changes in time may not prevent cyclic restart.
Figure 5. A cyclic restart

(Note that * associated with a write operation means rejected operation and a dashed line is drawn beginning at the start of a transaction.)
A cyclic restart may take several forms. For example, a transaction $T_i$ may be involved in a cyclic restart with two or more different transactions individually as shown in figure 6.
Figure 6. Ti is involved with Tj in a cyclic restart and with Tk in another cyclic restart.
It is also possible for a cyclic restart to involve a large number of transactions. For example the three transactions $T_l, T_j,$ and $T_k$ are involved in a cyclic restart in figure 7.
Figure 7. A cyclic restart involving three transactions Ti, Tj, and Tk.
A cyclic restart does not necessarily mean aborting one transaction at a time. In some cases two or more transactions may be involved in a cyclic restart in such a way that all the transactions may be aborted at the same time. For example, in figure 8 transaction Ti and transaction Tj are involved in a cyclic restart in which the two transactions will be aborted simultaneously at time t=t1,2t1,3t1,... (Note that when the scheduler aborts Ti it also aborts Tj since Tj is strongly dependent on Ti).
Figure 8. Transaction T_i and transaction T_j are involved in a cyclic restart in which the two transactions will be aborted simultaneously at time $t = t_1, 2t_1, 3t_1, \ldots$. The bottom part of this figure will be used later.
From the above examples we conclude that a transaction $T_i$ may be involved in one or more cyclic restarts simultaneously. If a transaction is involved in a cyclic restart then it may stay in the system forever.

We may also ask whether it is guaranteed for each transaction to commit if it is not involved in a cyclic restart. Unfortunately, the answer is no. For example, a transaction $T_i$ (most likely, a long transaction) may stay in the system forever without being involved in a cyclic restart because it conflicts with different transactions each time [KUNG-81]. $T_i$ may be aborted repeatedly without ever finishing. At the same time the existence of such a transaction may cause several transactions to be aborted.

Therefore the existence of a transaction which continually gets aborted does not necessarily imply a cyclic restart. This fact implies that the detection of a cyclic restart may be very difficult, if not impossible. We thus must cure a "desease" without knowing that it is there.
6.1 Detecting a cyclic restart

Since a cyclic restart may take many different forms, detecting a cyclic restart may not be an easy task. We shall give some examples to show that detecting a cyclic restart is indeed very difficult.

Transaction Ti and transaction Tj may be aborted due to conflicts with each other one or more times and they may subsequently proceed to completion as shown in figure 9.

Figure 9. Transaction Ti and transaction Tj are aborted due to conflict with each other and they subsequently proceed to completion.
Transaction Ti may be aborted due to conflict with more than one transaction as shown in figure 10. A long transaction may also be aborted due to conflict with one or more transactions and may cause other transactions to be aborted and still this case may not be a cyclic restart.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ti} & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\text{Ri}(X_0) & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\text{Wi}(X) & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\vdots & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\text{Tj} & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\text{Rj}(X_0) & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\text{Wj}(X_1) & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\vdots & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\text{Tk} & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\text{Rk}(X_1) & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\text{Wk}(X_2) & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\vdots & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \\
\text{tl} & \quad \cdots \quad \cdots \quad \cdots
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 10. Transaction Ti is aborted because of transaction Tj and transaction Tk.
How can we prevent a cyclic restart from repeating itself forever and guarantee long transactions to commit?

The major difficulty in coping with cyclic restart is our inability to determine the cause of an abortion as cyclic restart, as the above examples illustrate. Therefore we cannot directly deal with cyclic restarts. Our approach will be, of necessity, indirect.

One approach to solving this problem is to assign different priorities to different transactions (Bernstein, et al. [BERN-81], this method was proposed for solving cyclic restarts due to deadlock) and to test priority to decide which of the conflicting transactions to abort. For example, we would abort Ti for Tj only if Tj had a higher priority than Ti (i.e., \( P(T_i) < P(T_j) \), where \( P(T_i) \) is the priority assigned to Ti).

One problem with this technique is that some unfortunate transaction (most likely long transaction) may stay in the system forever because it conflicts with a different transaction each time.

Another problem may arise when a transaction Ti is involved in a cyclic restart with two transactions Tj and Tk where \( P(T_j) < P(T_i) < P(T_k) \). In this case we cannot easily apply the previous policy for deciding which transaction to abort. This is because if Tj and Tk are strongly dependent on Ti, the scheduler
will abort the three transactions. Note that selecting Tj for abortion may lead to aborting Tk, which has a higher priority than Ti, if Tk is strongly dependent on Tj.

Another approach is to use timestamp (cf [STEA-76]). In this approach each transaction is given a unique timestamp when it arrives. This timestamp is greater than any timestamp given to previously received transaction. If two transactions Ti and Tj conflict, the order of time stamps between Ti and Tj is used to determine whether Ti or Tj should be restarted.

This technique is quite similar to the priority technique except that we are assigning a timestamp instead of a priority (note, in the previous technique a new transaction may be given a higher priority than an old transaction which arrived earlier).

As a result, it has the same disadvantages except that long transactions are guaranteed to commit.

Another possibility for solving the cyclic restart problem might be to use a random time delay. Whenever a transaction Ti is aborted we randomly delay this transaction instead of restarting it immediately. Obviously in this method if Ti and Tj are involved in a cyclic restart it is not guaranteed to break this cycle after the first delay and perhaps we may abort (and randomly delay) Ti and Tj many times before breaking the cycle.
In some cases this method may even fail to prevent the cyclic restart from repeating itself forever. For example, in the cyclic restart shown in figure 8, Ti and Tj will be aborted (and randomly delayed) at the same time. If the difference between the time delays of Ti and Tj is such that Wi(X) precedes Rj(X) and Wj(Y) precedes Ri(Y) the two transactions may stay forever (refer to figure 8). That is because the same conflicts between Ti and Tj will occur again.

We may also delay transactions unnecessarily even if the abortion is not due to a cyclic restart. Another problem with this scheme is that long transactions may stay in the system forever.

A simple solution for the previous problems (a cyclic restart and long transactions) is to assign each transaction a counter (abortion counter) which indicates the number of times this transaction has been aborted. When this count exceeds a specific limit, it will not be restarted again. This transaction will wait until all other transactions aborted before (presumably because they conflict with this transaction) will be executed for completion. After that this transaction will be executed without abortion. If during the time this transaction waits one of those transactions exceeds the limit, it is not restarted immediately, but will be executed after the execution of this transaction. The scheduler will not allow two (or more) transactions which exceeded the abortion limit to execute together (otherwise they
may conflict with each other). Executing this transaction without abortion does not mean executing it alone. It simply means that when this transaction is executed, the scheduler will abort any other transaction that conflicts with it.

This solution is not too restrictive compared to some other methods of control. For example, in some variations of two-phase locking a transaction may hold all locks until termination (see Bernstein, et al. [BERN-8b]).

It is clear that this solution prevents cyclic restart and guarantees long transactions to commit. It can also deal with all the different forms of cyclic restart mentioned before. A long transaction $T_i$ involved with one or more transactions in a cyclic restart is executed later (it is most likely for $T_i$ to exceed the limit before the other transactions).

Kung, et al. [KUNG-81] have introduced a solution for a similar but different problem, i.e., "starving" long transactions, based on keeping track of the number of times a transaction is restarted. When this count exceeds a limit, the corresponding transaction gets the highest priority and is executed alone while all other transactions wait for its completion. Obviously, their solution is the opposite of ours. Our justification is based on the idea of isolating the cause of the problem (presumably the long transaction which exceeded the limit). Stated another way, it is better to make only one
transaction wait and to achieve as much concurrency as possible.

Unlike their method, we let a transaction which exceeds the limit execute with other transactions.

The disadvantage of our solution is that conflicting transactions may be restarted several times before they proceed to completion. But since detecting cyclic restarts is very difficult as we have shown, this problem may arise in most of the other solutions.

There is probably no single best method for resolving cyclic restart and starving transactions. The performance of each method will depend on characteristics, such as lengths or frequency of the write operations of the transactions. A possible further research would be to compare the different methods mentioned above for various sets of transactions.
7. Conclusions

We have presented a new multi-version scheme for controlling concurrent accesses to a database system. Multiple versions of each data item are maintained. When the scheduler receives a read operation for a data item X, Ri(X), it searches the versions of X currently maintained in the system and selects the appropriate version which can be assigned to Ri(X) without creating a cycle in the dependency graph.

Processing a write operation is quite similar to processing a read operation but instead of selecting the appropriate version the scheduler finds an appropriate version number for the new version to be created (refer to Theorem 2).

Unlike previously introduced multi-version schemes [STEA-76, MURO-81, MURO-82], a write operation may be allowed to create an earlier version. If the write operation comes in time it creates a new version with the largest version number. However, if it comes late it creates an "earlier" version, provided it does not create a cycle; otherwise the issuing transaction is aborted. The abortion process may propagate to include some other transactions.

An efficient algorithm for selecting the appropriate version to be read or to be created was introduced. This algorithm works in time linear in the number of arcs in the dependency graph.
We have proved that the fixpoint set of our scheduler contains those of the other schemes and therefore our scheme achieves more concurrency.

We have also analyzed the cyclic restart problem [STEA-76] and introduced a simple solution.
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